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Posted on 14 October 2018 By Heather Long
This is the ninth novel in this enthralling paranormal series,
packed with action, surprises and romance The youngest of
four children, the only girl with triplet older brothers, Ranae
Buckley has had to grow up to be feisty, determined and not
easily cowed Her dominant nature has caused problems for
her within the Willow Bend pack but she s now got a purpose
having trained as a Hunter and is being trusted to act as the
pack representative visiting the Yukon pack and passing on
important information to Diesel, the Alpha there The problem is
that the Alpha of the Yukon pack really doesn t have any
interest in what is happening outside his area He lost his mate
decades ago and really doesn t seem to care about anything
any or that s what they thought until Ranae arrived She travels
to the remote pack with the Chief Enforcer and her arrival has
a dramatic effect on Diesel who immediately recognises that
she is his mate However, Ranae rejects him and argues with
him, leading to some great encounters and surprising
revelations As the dangers Ranae came to warn about prove to
affect his pack, too, Diesel has problems to counteract whilst
endeavouring to keep his pack safe and trying to win the love
of his potential mate.This is a great addition to the series and I
believe would also work well as a stand alone novel though I
have read others in the series before and highly recommend
them, too The scenarios are well written, the characters
superbly developed, the interactions fraught with emotion and
the plot full of angst and turmoil to keep the reader turning the
pages I really like this series and highly recommend it to
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anyone who enjoys paranormal adventures with strong main
characters, emotive writing and action packed. I was given an
ARC by the author in exchange for an honest review.Don t
miss the highly anticipated installment in the Wolves of Willow
Bend as we travel north to one of the most secretive packs in
the U.S Ranae is the youngest of the Buckleys the only girl
among three powerful male siblings Her restlessness and
dominant nature affected her every relationship within Willow
Bend, not to mention testing the patience of her Alpha
Apprenticeship to the Hunters fed her desire for a purpose
When her Alpha and eldest brother ask her to undertake a
mission to the Yukon territory, she s thrilled at the opportunity
to be useful Clashing with the Diesel was the last thing she
expected on the dangerous assignment Diesel, the oldest
Alpha in the U.S packs, lives a gray existence The loss of his
mate so many decades ago wears away at him until he doesn t
give a damn about anything The problems of the other packs
are not his, and he prefers to be left in isolation The arrival of
the Chief Enforcer annoys him, but it is the wolf traveling with
him who wakes the predator in Diesel The scent of mate clings
to her, but she rejects his overtures and challenges him on
every level War may be coming for the Yukon, but Diesel s
battle is very personal I have to say that i love love love where
the stories lead and i can t wait to see what will happen.Once
Heather long gave us an amazing story to read and a great
addition to the Willow Bend Wolves.Fast paced with scortching
hot scenes and amazing places to visit yes it felt like i was
there the story of Diesel and Renae was filled with action and
emotions.I have to say that this book held me in place with the
emotions that i felt between the couple and the plot was
thickening with each passing page A story that i highly
recommend Heather Long s Snow Wolf is an amazing addition
to the Wolves of Willow Bend Series Willow Bend Hunter,
Ranae Buckley, is sent on a mission by her alpha to Yukon
territory to warn their alpha, Diesel, about the attacks by the
Russian Pack on the U.S Packs Once she arrives, Diesel
doesn t plan on letting her go, needing to convince her that she
is his mate This contemporary PNR is suitable for adult
audiences.I loved Snow Wolf I read a lot of shapeshifter novels
This one was captivating and thrilling Heather Long does an
incredible job with her descriptions making the story easy to
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visualize I love Diesel Being the oldest U.S pack Alpha, he has
a reputation of being old fashioned and behind the times Boy
did they have that wrong He is a crafty alpha that keeps his
cards hidden There is a lot to Diesel then meets the eye I like
how Diesel got his name I also, like his reasoning for Ranae s
nickname I enjoyed Renae s character She is a strong alpha
female She is trying to atone for past mistakes She is loyal and
loves her family She is a good Hunter I enjoyed the ending I
found what Diesel gave to Mason amusing I look forward to the
next book in the series.Complimentary copy provided in
exchange for an honest review. Awesomeness The taunt did
what the order would not She moved His wolf rose, stretching
and raking his claws Yes, they had the scent of this hunt
Heather LongBook is so amazing It s like a pan of fresh
brownies Straight from the oven A must read Don T Miss The
Highly Anticipated Installment In The Wolves Of Willow Bend
As We Travel North To One Of The Most Secretive Packs In
The US Ranae Is The Youngest Of The Buckleys The Only Girl
Among Three Powerful Male Siblings Her Restlessness And
Dominant Nature Affected Her Every Relationship Within
Willow Bend, Not To Mention Testing The Patience Of Her
Alpha Apprenticeship To The Hunters Fed Her Desire For A
Purpose When Her Alpha And Eldest Brother Ask Her To
Undertake A Mission To The Yukon Territory, She S Thrilled At
The Opportunity To Be Useful Clashing With The Diesel Was
The Last Thing She Expected On The Dangerous Assignment
Diesel, The Oldest Alpha In The US Packs, Lives A Gray
Existence The Loss Of His Mate So Many Decades Ago Wears
Away At Him Until He Doesn T Give A Damn About Anything
The Problems Of The Other Packs Are Not His, And He
Prefers To Be Left In Isolation The Arrival Of The Chief
Enforcer Annoys Him, But It Is The Wolf Traveling With Him
Who Wakes The Predator In Diesel The Scent Of Mate Clings
To Her, But She Rejects His Overtures And Challenges Him
On Every Level War May Be Coming For The Yukon, But
Diesel S Battle Is Very Personal Ranae Buckley still struggles
with her temper But her alpha needs her for a mission in wild,
snowy Alaska She s to trace the Yukon alpha, make sure he s
still on control and report back When she finally makes it to his
outpost, he and his pack are not what they would appear With
an advanced subterranean hideout for the vulnerable of the
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pack, they have a vast underground network and sentries The
alpha may be older than her but he is not the technophobe he
leads everyone to believe Diesel fears he is beginning to fade
into his beast, just as his mate did decades ago Perhaps that
would be best for his people, his pack But when he meets the
lovely but oh so irritating Ranae his beast perks up and he
struggles with the realisation that he and Ranae have mate
potential But first there is the small matter of an invasion by a
Russian pack, infections to stave off and a pack to calm Diesel
may be the oldest so far of the Alphas but he is in now way
crumbly He is ageing just fine thank you Ranae has enough
gumption to challenge him and not get disciplined for it I love
the way she..ahem gets him to agree to her plans she just
totally subverts him LOL Ranae is aware of her shortcomings
and is attempting to curb her temper but there are times when
you know that temper will come in handy Another wonderfully
crafted and action packed story I did receive a copy of this
book in exchange for a honest review OMG another hit my this
fabulous author Ranae Buckley is send with Jullian the chief
enforcer, to give a message to Diesel the Yukon Alpha Well let
s just say, Ranae and Diesel have sparks that fly between
them Ranae denies the attraction at first but Diesel, Wolf is
saying MATE This was a great story how how it plays out
Diesel is such a great Alpha but is a very sweet man, you will
fall in love with him We also learn about Ranae and why she is
the way she is We also learn about Jullian, Well a little bit, Ms
Long is a tease lol There is action, Romance and of course
twists and turns in this book Will it work out with Diesel and
Ranae Will they become Mates All I will say, is you will love it
and you will love Diesel There is some HOT love scenes and of
course some sweet scenes and some funny scenes Just a
great book Wish I could give it then five stars. Once upon a
time Ranae was a major brat but there had to be someone,
something, somewhere that would be a good fit for her
dominant tendencies Enter one old wolf who s become
complacent with life and needs someone to bring him
excitement and a challenge Diesel and Ranae are a fantastic
couple who compliment each other perfectly My absolute
favorite type of book has a heroine that can hold her own and
doesn t need constant rescuing and Ranae is one tough chick
who can rescue people with the most alpha of men The story is

strong and intense and moves so fast you wont realize you ve
been reading for the last 4 hours until someone insists you
either go to work or make them dinner.This book is awesome,
intense, engrossing, funny and smoking hot..I couldn t put it
down Ranae and Diesel are two interesting perfect for each
other characters I have not read the rest of the willow bend
series but now I have to I was a little lost jumping into the
series at book 9 so this does not work as a stand alone But, I
am happy and willing to go purchase every single book that s
come beforehand because Ms Long is an amazing writer and I
know she s built an amazing world with amazing
characters.Despite being a little lost to the overall story I really
love Diesel and Ranae s story I love how Heather Long
develops her characters and shows them grow into these
beautiful people Heather is a master storyteller and I am so
lucky to have found her stories. If I could give it stars I wouldI
was not a fan of Renae Buckley and I loved Diesel, so I came
into the book a bit worried I should have known better Heather
Long came through again Watching as Renae grew and
adapted, watching as her mate s support allowed her to grow
and blossom was almost as good as learning about Diesel
Seeing him away from the others, how he loved and cared for
his pack even as he suffered made me love him even Their
story together just wow I could hardly wait to see how it ended,
but I want ready to put the wolves away until the next book I
love the characters in this series and can hardly wait for the
next one.
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